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Dear Presidents and Members,
It is so hard and painful to express one's sincere feelings and
regrets toward the last events that have touched the USA. Such actions
are not civilized people's products for this catastrophe has taken off life
from thousands of innocents for the only cause that they are Americans.
IBSSA Algeria so touched by this event reacts in favour of peace
and for a universal justice. Because of the tragedic results of these
terrorist attacks, we find a remedy for this injustice in constant fight
against terrorism to put an end for such dramatic acts. These acts are
results of some political, religious or even due to some personal
convictions built on some false ideas about some religions or systems.
IBSSA Algeria thinks it is necessary to unite and to collaborate all
together: associations, organisations, governments especially between
communities from different religious believes. This is why IBSSA
Algeria takes the initiative to put at the disposition of every one the
possibility to cooperate with her in order to find at least some solutions or
even explanations to what is threatening the peace of our planet .
As you may know, terrorism of nowadays is generally related to
Islam. For this, and as we belong to the musulman-arabic community,
we think that we can at least give some explanations, erase and correct

some false ideas about the true Islam. It is our long experience in the
field of anti-terrorism that offers us the initiative to enter such an
experience. We want you to know that the President of IBSSA Algeria is
an ex-investigator in the Algerian police ( domain of anti-terrorism )
for long years. He was also threatened by the GIA (Armed Islamist
Group in Algeria).
An experience that puts between our hands some answers to some
questions such as those in relation with Islam and terrorism, for
instance :
--Why is there an islamist terrorist?
--How is a religious terrorism created?
--Who are these terrorists?
--What can we do to stop the emergence of terrorism?
--And any other questions that you think are interesting.
We hope that our future cooperation would be at least a moral
remedy for every one who was touched by this uncivilized acts. IBSSA
Algeria will put at the disposition of everyone her postal and electronic
addresses in order to answer to all your questions and suggestions with
a total franchise .Therefore; in order to make it easy to begin such an
experience, we ask that these questions and suggestions would not
contain any scathes to any organisation, association or government.
These questions can be asked and answered in English, French, Arabic
and Italian. We want you to know that we can not answer anonymous
messages.
We are waiting to receive your questions ,suggestions and critics on
the following addresses:
E-mail: ibssa.algeria@tiscalinet.it
Postal address: VIA VICENZA N°1, VAREDO 20039, MILANO
ITALY
Finally, we want to express our heartfelt sympathy for everyone
who was touched by this terrible tragedy.
Yours faithfully,
Mr.Taallah Med
President of IBSSA ALGERIA

